Difference limens for spectral change are often expressed in terms of percent formant change [100(AF/F)] or simply AF in Hz. In the present study, spectral change will be specified and evaluated both in terms of AF and as a distance in the auditory-perceptual space (APS) proposed by Miller (1989) . The use of traditional AF measures enables more direct comparisons to past findings, while the use of the APS provides a metric whereby complex spectral variations may be interpreted as simple changes in direction and distance from a reference point. However, to reduce confusion, the treatment of this experiment in the context of APS is solely contained in Appendix A.
In natural speech, however, we would not anticipate shifting of only a single formant, but rather, the simultaneous shifting of multiple formants. Unfortunately, few studies have dealt with this possibility. Mermelstein (1978) gave limited consideration to simultaneous variation of F1 and F2, and we have found no studies involving third formant (F3) variation. The present study attempts to estimate the DLs for synthetic vowel-like sounds with multiformant variation. In his concluding remarks, Flanagan (1955) called for such work, i.e., a mapping of DL areas on the F1-F2 plane and the simultaneous variation of multiple formants, as a necessary extension of his study. domly, and results are corrected for guessing. Macmillan, Kaplan, and Creelman (1977) and Macmillan etaL (1988) suggest that with the 2IAX task, response bias tends to be large, listening strategies nonoptimal, and performante substantially lower than for yes/no (YN) or two-interval, forced-choice (2IFC) tasks. Conversely, the 2IFC task is thought to be relatively free of response bias and a more optimal method of estimating true sensitivity. Additionally, Macmillan et al. (1988) demonstrated that fixed discrimination is more sensitive than roving discrimination, most likely due to decreased memory requirements and/or lower stimulus uncertainty. The interstimulus interval (ISI) also plays a larger role in roving discrimination designs (Pisoni, 1973) . Pisoni found that a 500-ms ISI (the older DL experiments cited used 400-500-ms ISis) yielded somewhat lower discrimination sensitivity than a shorter (250-ms) ISI for synthetic vowels of longer (300-ms) duration.
Neither Flanagan (1955) nor Nord and Sventelius (1979) mention subject training and Mermelstein (1978) reported that subjects listened to about ten pairs of stimuli as fam'diarization prior to testing. However, extensive subject training, often to asymptotic performance levels, is generally utilized to achieve minimal stimulus uncertainty conditions (Watson et al., 1976 ; Kewley-Port et aL, 1988).
Difference limens for spectral change are often expressed in terms of percent formant change [100(AF/F)] or simply AF in Hz. In the present study, spectral change will be specified and evaluated both in terms of AF and as a distance in the auditory-perceptual space (APS) proposed by Miller (1989) . The use of traditional AF measures enables more direct comparisons to past findings, while the use of the APS provides a metric whereby complex spectral variations may be interpreted as simple changes in direction and distance from a reference point. However, to reduce confusion, the treatment of this experiment in the context of APS is solely contained in Appendix A.
The goal of this study is to estimate DLs under minimal uncertainty conditions for synthetic vowels in which multiple formants undergo simultaneous variation. These estimates will be compared with DLs found under similar conditions where stimuli varied only within a single formant. Additionally, in light of recent evidence (Kuhl, 1991 ) suggesting that discrimination of vowel sounds surrounding and referenced to a poor exemplar (nonprototype-like) of a vowel category is more acute than discrimination near an exemplar (prototypelike) vowel, DLs between stimuli representing both within-and between-category vowel sounds will be compared.
I. METHOD

A. Stimuli
Sounds representing vowels as spoken in isolation by a male talker were synthesized with 16-bit resolution at a 10-kHz sampling rate using the cascade portion of a Klatt digital formant synthesizer (Kiatt, 1980), implemented on a DEC MicroYax II computer. Amplitude normalization across tokens was achieved by means of scaling all tokens to equal peak amplitude. All tokens were 400 ms in duration. Fundamental frequency (F0) was maintained at 132 Hz throughout most of the token duration; however, amplitude and fundamental frequency were contoured to simulate a naturally uttered isolated vowel (see Appendix C for synthesis parameter details).
Vowel tokens were synthesized along continua where either one (F1 or F2) or combinations of multiple-(F1, F2, F3) formant frequency specifications varied. Groups of five continua shared a common vowel sound at their centers, referred to as the reJ•,rence point, with steps in one direction from the reference point yielding mirror-image changes in formant specifications relative to steps in the opposite direction.
Two continua yielded single~formant frequency variations, one varying only F1 and one varying only F2 in equal log frequency steps. The other three continua will be designated PM, OM, and CM3 (see below) and involved multiple-formant changes. These stimuli were designed to lie parallel to the x', y', z' axes in Miller's (1989) APS. Details of the stimuli as well as analysis of results from this perspective are presented in Appendix A. However, to better compare results of the present study with previous work, the stimuli are here described in terms of changes along F1, F2, and F3 axes. The PM (parallel movement) continua reflected parallel variation in F1 and F2, whereby F1 and F2 increased or decreased together in approximately equal percentages of AF/F. The OM (opposite movement) continua reflected opposing variation in F1 and F2, whereby F1 and F2 moved proportionally toward or away from one another in approximately equal percentages of AF/F. CM3 (complex movement of three formants) continua reflected more complex variation in FI, The lengths of all continua were such that the continua extremes yielded at least a 3% change in the varied formant frequencies relative to the reference point. Continua were further subdivided at the reference point with each continuum half now considered an individual continuum and evaluated separately. Each continuum was divided into approximately 80 equal log steps. However, in some cases this step size yielded formant frequency changes of less than 1 Hz. Since the synthesizer required formant values to be specified as integers, neighboring tokens were sometimes identical. Duplicate tokens were, therefore, removed from the continua. Although the continua were now of varying lengths and step sizes, these changes assured that difference limens could be estimated within a reasonable range and that all tokens along any given continuum varied by at least 1 Hz in at least one of the first three formant specifications.
Reference An adaptive up-down procedure similar to the PEST procedure (Taylor and Creelman, 1967) was utilized employing a cued, two-interval forced-choice task. In this procedure, stimuli were presented in decreasingly smaller steps with the direction of movement along a continuum determined by the subject's previous responses following a three-down, one-up rule. This rule allows movement toward the reference only after three correct responses at the current level and movement away from the reference after one incorrect response. This strategy yields a probability of a correct response at the point of convergence of 0.794 (Levitt, 1971 ). The initial step size was 20 and approximately halved the first four times the direction along a continuum reversed (i.e., 10, 5, 2, 1). Unlike the regular PEST procedure, no provision was made for increasing the step size.
A fixed-standard vowel token was presented as a cue followed by two other vowel tokens, one of which was the same as the standard. Reference point tokens served as the fixed standards. The three vowel tokens comprising each trial were separated by interstimulus intervals of 250 ms. Subjects were asked to judge whether the different sound was in the first or second interval following the cue. The response interval was subject paced, such that the next trial began 3 s after a response was registered. Trial presentations ended, constituting a block of trials, after subjects had made 14 reversals along a continuum. Data from the first four reversals were discarded and the threshold was estimated as the average of the remaining ten reversal points.
Subjects worked 2 h per day and could complete about 12 blocks within this time period. Blocks were randomized among the 17 reference points and the six continua associated with each reference point for each subject. Each continuum was evaluated twice by each subject, yielding a total of 816 (17X6X4X2) threshold estimates for the multiformant variation continua. Single-formant variation continua were evaluated separately in a similar manner.
C. Apparatus
The testing paradigm was implemented as an interactive computer program which each subject ran independently. Subjects were given a 2-s visual warning prior to each trial. Following each trial presentation, subjects were prompted for whether the different vowel sound was in the second or third interval and entered a keyboard response. A repeated-measures ANOVA was computed on the results employing the four subjects as replicates. A 2 • 2 X 2 X 2 factoffal design compared the two reference point groups (center versus ambiguous), the two continuum The average DL as a percentage of formant change for the CM3 continua (Table I) The analyses utilized the mean DLs for the 17 references for each of the three continuum types as the dependent variable sets paired with three sets of predictor vail- From Table IV , it appears that Mermelstein's weighted EuclidJan distance model predicts the PM data reasonably well and suggests that F1 and F2 may both contribute information, thus improving discrimination when multiple formants are varied in a parallel fashion.
However, for the OM data, the strictly additive model appears more appropriate, suggesting that discrimination of multiple-formant oppositional variation is no better than that of single-formant variation. 
III. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
An estimation of discrimination ability for frequency changes in individual formants of synthetic vowel sounds indicates that DLs may be significantly smaller ( • 1.9% of the formant frequency) than findings from early similar experiments. We attribute this difference to the more minimal uncertainty methodology employed in the present experiment. This is further borne out by the fact that the new estimates are in good general agreement with more recent data from Kewley-Port (1990), where, using similar methodology, about 80% of the DL estimates for single-formant variation were below 2% for formant frequencies above 600 Hz.
DLs for simultaneous frequency changes in multiple formants appear to be even smaller than for single-formant variation, but only for some patterns of formant variation. Parallel variation in the first two or three formants yields significantly better DLs than does opposing variation, while DLs for opposing variation are seemingly no better than for single-formant variation.
Despite Attempts to model the discrimination of multipleformant variation from single-formant variation results suggests that, for parallel movement, information from separate formants may combine to yield improved performance, as Mermelstein (1978) hypothesized. However, discrimination of oppositional movement does not appear to follow this model, but rather, seemingly operates as though only a single formant is being varied.
An additional consideration potentially relevant to differences between DLs for parallel and oppositional movement is the possible effect of formant amplitude variations.
No attempt was made here to independently control individual formant amplitudes. In most cases relative amplitude differences in FI or F2 between reference and DL threshold stimuli were 3 dB or less. These differences may have been too small to be detected by themselves, but when combined with frequency variations they may well increase the probability of detection. We are unaware of any research regarding the detection of multiple-or singleformant amplitude variations beyond the pilot study by Flanagan (1957) , estimating the DL for amplitude variation of F2 at = 3 dB.
Although the present results do not suggest that formant proximity plays a role in the differences found between parallel and oppositional movement, formant proximity, in conjunction with relative formant frequency location, may be factors related to the general differences in discrimination found between references. The F patterns of the references and the ordering of DLs were very highly correlated for both the PM and CM3 continua. Further, the overall rankings for the DLs by reference from Table II  tend Kuhl's ( 1991 ) notion of a perceptual magnet effect for speech prototypes would suggest that discrimination of stimuli associated with good exemplars of vowel categories (like center references) should be less acute than for poor exemplars (like ambiguous references). The present findings do not generally support this notion in that no significant differences were found between the reference groups. Closer inspection of the average DLs by individual reference in Table II, 
IV. CONCLUSION
What inferences can justifiably be drawn from the resuits of this experiment which are reflective of human speech processing? The methodological considerations given to this experiment were intended to force subjects into a nonphonetic auditory processing mode, minimize the possible effects of internal standards, and provide a relatively low-uncertainty environment in an effort to estimate their maximum discrimination ability for multipleformant variation in vowel-like sounds. If the results are representative of this description, we may conclude that no smaller perceptual unit need be considered and that discriminability of vowels in natural speech communication modes should be based in larger perceptual units.
Yet to be resolved is the apparent difference in discriminability for parallel versus opposing variation. Although the differences are small, they suggest the possibility that the auditory system may process these variations in different ways. Further investigation will be required to clarify this issue. along y', 3:00=right along x', and 9:00=!eft along x'), and F and B (i.e., front and back) for continua parallel to z' (see Fig. A1 ).
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Since the amount of formant change for a fixed step size varies with the axial orientation of the continua, a single fixed length and step size for all continua could not be utilized. Therefore, continua parallel to the x' axis were 0.02 log units long and contained 80 tokens spaced at 0.000 25 log units, continua parallel to the y' axis were 0.04 log units long and contained 120 tokens spaced at 0.000 33 log units, and continua parallel to the z' axis were 0.015 log units long and contained 60 tokens spaced at 0.000 25 log units. As was previously mentioned, duplicate tokens within a continuum were eliminated.
Vowel categories are represented in the APS by threedimensional subspaces called target zones (cf. Miller, 1989) . The 17 reference points were selected at locations in the APS, with center reference points selected from the interiors of ten target zones and ambiguous reference points selected from seven estimated boundary areas be- Table AI shows the mean DLs (rounded to two significant digits) as log unit distances from the reference point by reference point group, axis, and axial direction across subjects and replications. The overall average DL expressed as d across all continua was 0.0110 log units. The average DL for continua parallel to the x' axis was 0.0091 log units, the y' axis, 0.0190 log units, and the z' axis, 0.0035 log units. A repeated-measures ANOVA was computed on the experimental results employing the four subjects as replicates. A 2 X 3 X 2 X 2 factoffal design was used for the analysis comparing the two reference point groups (center versus ambiguous), the three axes (x',y',z'), the two axial directions (positive versus negative relative to the reference point), and the two evalua- In summary, the average DLs for distance along the x', y', and z' axes are approximately 0.01, 0.02, and 0.004 log units, respectively. This finding suggests that the APS vowel space, at least in terms of axis-parallel movement in the x', y', z' coordinate system, is not represented in equal perceptual dimensions. This finding impacts not only on considerations for target zone estimation and zone boundary representation in the space, but also creates difficulties in implying any intuitive sense about the movement representative of the speech signal often visualized in these transformed dimensions. The possibility that fixed distance movements parallel to a different coordinate system within the space, (e.g., the original x, y, z axes) result in equal DLs is also probably not the case. Although percentages of formant change for fixed distance movements parallel to any of the x, y, z axes are equivalent, which formant or formants are allowed to vary is still axis dependent. Movement parallel to the x axis results in only F3 variation, Table BI .
Results and discussion
APPENDIX C: SYNTHESIS PARAMETERS
The amplitude contour of each token was ramped by logarithmically interpolating from 1 to 55 dB over the first 50 ms, held at a constant 55 dB for the next 300 ms, and again ramped by log interpolation from 55 to 1 dB over the last 50 ms [ Fig. Cl(a) ]. The F0 contour of each token followed approximately a scaled version of the parameters used by Burdick and Miller (1975) 
